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HOW MUCH WILL IT COST?

Tailored recruitment plan 
Run as a project wrapped in a mutual SLA to
deliver on your timeframes and achieve your
business goals.

Tools and expertise
We use the best in breed tools to ensure the
market is covered & reach the best talent.

Employer brand and process review 
We’ll help you to maximise your company brand to
attract talent.

Salary benefits and insights
Market insights you need to position yourself as a
highly desirable employer.

Psychometric testing
For all candidates, ensuring cultural fit and
improving your employee retention.

"Greenify your hire"
We can rebalance your hire’s annual ecological
footprint to help mitigate their impact on the
environment.

FORMULA FOR SUCCESS

From years of experience and thousands
of successful placements, we bring to our
clients the Source Formula. It is a specific
way of working together that is proven to
secure the talent that is right for your
business.

IS SECURING
TALENT YOUR TOP
PRIORITY? 

Businesses are vying for top talent with renewed urgency
because recruiting the right talent now, with the right
skills, is a priority for many organisations to realise their
growth plans. 

Source Formula supports you to position yourself as an
employer of choice, getting to the talent you want, first.

It reduces financial risk, harnesses the best technology
and uses our proven strategy to secure the right hire for
your business.

CONFIDENCE ASSURED

 of placements made using Source
Formula pass their rebate.

100%

Our proven formula delivers 100% fill
rate with exceptional client and

candidate satisfaction. 

6
weeks

Average time it takes from
initial briefing to placement

using our Source Formula

We work with you to create a bespoke payment plan based on
what your business needs. If we don't progress to offer stage,
then we return ALL upfront fees, minimising any financial risk -
although we've never had to do this yet!

Get back the time you need to focus on your
other priorities and we’ll take care of your
talent needs, acting as an extension of your
organisation, or supporting your internal
hiring team. Secure the talent you need today. 

CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO ENGAGE?
Solve your urgent talent needs and discover how our
formula can help your business realise its goals. 

Call us today to get started.


